Developing the next generation to respond to those in conflict.

CREIGHTON UNIVERSITY - WERNER INSTITUTE
Conflict exists. Between individuals. Within families. In our homes and in our workplaces. In our local
communities and in the world at large. Conflict is often seen as a negative. The Werner Institute believes in
looking at conflict and asking, “How can we productively engage in conflict to inspire innovation and creativity?”

Mission:

Program Goals:
Integrating applied and scholarly approaches
provide students with the ability to.








Communicate effectively;
Define and apply conflict engagement in different
processes (Negotiation, Facilitation, Mediation).
Practical skills in understanding and engaging in
conflict situations in constructive manners.
Engage and demonstrate creative problem solving
and critical thinking.
Practice reflective professional development with
Ignatian values alignment.
Apply technology to conflict engagement processes.
Collaborate effectively across diverse groups of
race, ethnicity, culture, gender, religion, and sexual
orientation.

The Masters in Negotiation and Conflict Resolution is
designed to prepare students to assume leadership
positions in the field of conflict studies. The Werner
Institute teaches individuals how to engage conflict and
resolve disputes effectively, efficiently, and humanely.
The mission is consistent with the Jesuit Catholic
tradition of social justice, responsible leadership, and
professional distinction. To advance its goals, The
Werner Institute assists organizations with the design of
conflict management systems, offers professional
development programs, workshops, custom designed
trainings, graduate certification programs, and provides
an interdisciplinary program leading to a master’s degree
in negotiation and conflict resolution (offered both, in a
campus-based and a hybrid modality – online with two
intensive campus visits).

Cutting Edge Courses
At the Werner Institute, you can focus your studies on
campus, online, or both offering you the flexibility when
earning your degree in Masters in Negotiation and
Conflict Resolution (MS-NCR). We also offer
opportunities to focus your area of study with dual
degrees and concentrations in:
 International Relations
 Leadership
 Law
 Business Administration
 Student Affairs

Earn Your Masters in Negotiation and Conflict
Resolution in 15 to 18 months. 32 credit hours.





18 credits in Foundational, Skills and Processes
2 credits in Culture and Conflict
3 credits towards your practicum
Remaining credits are electives on advanced topics in conflict resolution

CONTACT:

law.creighton.edu/werner-institute
402.280.3852
wernerinfo@creighton.edu

